WHO WE ARE

With 30 years experience as producer and developer of high-end diving apparel, subsidiaries in USA, Germany and China, and independent distributors in every country where diving matters, Waterproof is well represented on every continent and in every sea.

In order to survive the harsh northern Scandinavian climate our ancestors learned the necessity of paying attention to even the smallest details of their gear. They learned to never ever walk out into the cold wilderness casually, but to do so with the certainty that their equipment would have the necessary quality to stand up to the reality of their climate. This is why, at Waterproof we control our own R&D, have our own production facility, do our own sourcing of materials, all under the most rigorous quality control in order to meet the toughest standards and challenges posed by the real world. And then we test our products and ideas in our expeditions to both Antarctica and the Arctic. This is our heritage and we are proud of it.

At Waterproof we simply call this Facing Reality!
The “Perfect Drysuit”. It does exist!

It took Waterproof three years of analyzing, troubleshooting, material sourcing and intense testing to find the elements that make the perfect drysuit. The patented D1 Hybrid is the first-ever Insulated Constant Volume Drysuit. The D1 features Silicone Seals and a highly ingenious fixed inner 3-Dimensional Mesh lining.

**HOW IT WORKS**

**INSULATION** - It is all a matter of keeping a layer of insulating air between you and the cold water. The Patented 3D Mesh inner lining gets the job done because it works like a thermos bottle. It creates what we call a Constant Insulation Volume or C.I.V.

**VENTILATION** - The Patented 3D Mesh inner lining provides unrestricted air flow and prevents trapped air. It makes buoyancy control easier and controls the inner climate. It also dries out faster after every dive.

**CONDENSATION** - The constant distance and unrestricted air flow provided by Waterproof’s 3D Mesh inner lining keeps moist air away from your body. As a result you will feel dry and warm. The 3D Mesh lining does not absorb any liquid and will stay dry.

**PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION** - The 3D Mesh has exceptional resistance to pressure. It provides real pressure distribution and keeps the distance constant to the outer shell. This virtually eliminates squeeze and cold spots.

**A patented REVOLUTION in the diving industry**

The Integrated Silicone Seal system ISS means that the suit is equipped with Silicone Seals that can be exchanged by the diver. The system also accepts latex seals.

WP Silicone NeckSeal

The Silicone Neckseal is designed to be exceptionally comfortable. It is factory-mounted into the SI TECH Neck-Tite ring which ensures its performance.

SI TECH Neck-Tite Ring

The complete inner lining is made of 3D Mesh.

3D Mesh Lining

The 3D Mesh lining works like the springs in a mattress, keeping the cold outer-layer of the suit away from the body.

FIXED LINING - The lining is fixed to the suit, which allows a slimmer-fitting suit and allows the body to move freely inside the lining. Since it is fixed, you have no obstacles when donning and of course, no overheating on land.

DRESS CODE: LIGHT - Since the insulation is built into the suit, there is no need for any heavy underwear. D1 Hybrid provides constant insulation at all depths.

SI TECH QCS Oval Ring

3D Mesh Lining

The complete inner lining is made of 3D Mesh.

WP Silicone WristSeal

Thanks to its excellent stretching capability there is less pressure on the wrists and therefore hands stay warmer. The seal is mounted into the SI TECH QCS O-Ring system, which makes it really quick and easy to change if there is a broken seal.
Patented Suit with 3D Mesh lining and Integrated Silicone Seals

The “Perfect Drysuit” does it exist? It took Waterproof three years of problem analysis, material sourcing and intense testing to find the answer to the perfect Drysuit, the patented D1 Hybrid. This first existing Insulated Constant Volume Drysuit, D1 features Silicone Seals and a genius hybrid inner 3D mesh lining. The two outer layers are kept apart, by nylon springs, like in a bed mattress.

**INSULATION** - It is a matter of distance and to keep the insulating air between you and the cold water. The Patented 3D-Mesh inner lining does this job and works like a thermos. It creates a Constant Insulation Volume C.I.V.

**VENTILATION** - The Patented 3D Mesh inner lining provides an unrestricted airflow and no trapped air. It makes buoyancy control easy to master and controls the inner climate. After a dive it dries out fast.

**CONDENSATION** - The constant distance and unrestricted airflow provided by Waterproof’s 3D Mesh inner lining will keep the moist air away from your body. As a result you will feel dry and warm. The 3D Mesh lining does not absorb any liquid and will stay dry.

**PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION** - The 3D Mesh has exceptional resistance to pressure. It provides real pressure distribution and keeps the distance constant to the outer shell. This virtually eliminates squeeze and cold spots.

**FIXED LINING** - The lining is fixed to the suit, this allows a slimmer fitting suit cut and your body moves freely inside the lining. Since it is fixed you have no obstacles when donning and of course, no need of undergarment out of and your body moves freely inside the lining. Since it is fixed you have no obstacles when donning and of course, no need of undergarment out of.

**DRESS CODE LIGHT** - Since the insulation is built into the suit, there is no need for any heavy undergarment. D1 Hybrid provides constant insulation at all depths.

**INCLUDED**

- Patented 3D Mesh inner lining
- 5/7mm vented H.A.V.S Hood with double vent H.A.V.S technology
- Waterproof 1000 Cordura bag
- Suspenders and a low profile fire hose
- Spare kit of Silicone Seals

**KEY FEATURES**

- 3D Mesh inner lining
- Exchangeable Silicone Seals
- DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber reinforced Kneepads
- Dual Expandable Power Pockets
- DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber reinforced Boots
- Warm Neck and Warm Cuffs
- Back zipper

**PRODUCT DETAILS**

**APP**

- Advanced Programme

**WARM CUFFS**

- The arms are equipped with adjustable cuffs that minimize heat loss at the wrist. Just roll up the cuff and affix it with the cuff and hose drain valves

**DUAL CONVERTIBLE POCKETS**

- Dual convertible pockets make it easy to carry your personal gear, while also providing easy access to your quick release clips.

**ANATOMICAL KEVLAR® REINFORCED BOOT**

- Patented 3D Mesh lining does the job and works like a thermos. It creates a Constant Insulation Volume C.I.V.

**KEVLAR® REINFORCED KNEEPADS**

- Patented 3D Mesh lining does the job and works like a thermos. It creates a Constant Insulation Volume C.I.V.

**Cordura Crotch**

- The Crotch is made in Cordura Heavy Duty Condura. No seams.

**HEAVY DUTY ZIPPER COVER**

- Heavy duty zipper cover provides maximum protection for your dry canopy

**Elastic Velcro Tabs**

- New Velcro tabs allow for a secure and comfortable fit.

**Molded Velcro Tabs**

- New Velcro tabs allow for a secure and comfortable fit.

**INTEGRATED SUSPENDERS**

- Adjustably reinforced suspenders for comfort and fit.

**INCLUDED**

- Spare Set of WP Silicone Seals
- Wet Bag
- Dry Bag
- Spare Set of Silicone Seals

**AVAILABLE SIZES**

- **MEN’S**
  - XS, S, S/L, M, M+, M/L/L, L, L+/L, XL, XL/L, XXL, XXL/L, 3XL, 3XL/L
- **LADIES**
  - XS, S, M+, M/L/L, L, L+, XL

*The size 3XL, 3XL/l+ have a larger wrist rings. These rings do not fit the Antares system but fit the Quick Glove system from SI TECH.*
D7 PRO ISS

“When style and perfection merge for the ultimate in versatility and performance”

Hi-End Front zip with Integrated Silicone Seals
Waterproof has upgraded the top selling model D7 PRO with ISS, the unique Integrated Silicone Seal system that was developed by Waterproof and presented to the diving market recently.

D7 PRO ISS, a High-End, reinforced Trilaminate Suit, is the preferred choice for Technical and Advanced divers, but also for any regular sport diver that appreciates quality and style. This suit is for anyone who appreciates being equipped in something that outperforms all other suits in an appealing way but with the strength to outlast any diving conditions or environment the owner chooses to expose himself/herself to.

The D7 PRO ISS has DuPont™ Kevlar® Fiber reinforced knees and boots, double expandable pockets and front entry system for easy self-donning. Included:

- H1 5/7mm Hood with double vent H.A.V.S technology
- A Waterproof 1000 Cordura bag
- Suspender
- Low pressure hose
- Spare kit of Silicone Seals

KEY FEATURES
- Exchangeable Silicone Seals
- DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber reinforced Kneepads
- Dual Expandable Power Pockets
- DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber reinforced Boots
- Warm Neck and Warm Cuffs
- Front zipper

PRODUCT DETAILS

WP INTEGRATED QUICK SEAL
The WP Silicone neck seal is an extremely comfortable and easy to change. Features great chemical UV and ozone resistance paired with a high comfort factor.

WP SILICONE NECK SEAL
The neck seal is fixed to the suit with a unique locking, easy to change. Features great chemical UV and ozone resistance paired with a high comfort factor.

WARMNECK
The unique warmneck solution from Waterproof with water drain valves and molded velcro tabs.

DUAL CONVERTIBLE POWER POCKETS
Allow easy selection of huge capacity or slim profile based upon your need. Includes Double D-Ring.

ANATOMICALLY REINFORCED BOOT
Anatomically designed to enhance the liberty of action.

ANATOMICALLY REINFORCED KNEE PADS
Military Graded DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber reinforced Kneepads.

TELESCOPIC TORSO
Suspenders and the adjustable torso system enables the diver to fit the suit to their liking.

HEAVY DUTY ZIPPER COVER
Heavy Duty Zipper Cover provides maximum protection of your dry zipper.

CHILL GUARD
Keeps your body heat in and your undergarment out of the zipper for free operation.

HEAVY DUTY ZIPPER COVER
Heavy Duty Zipper Cover provides maximum protection of your dry zipper.

WARM CUFFS
The arms are equipped with detachable warm cuffs that minimize heat loss at the wrists. Just put the glove underneath the cuff and close it with the moulded velcro tab.

INTEGRATED SUSPENDERS
Adjustable integrated suspenders for comfortable fit.

INCLUDED SPARE SET OF WP SILICONE SEALS
One Silicone WristSeal and one Silicone NeckSeal is included in the suit.

INCLUDED H1 H.A.V.S HOOD
A 5/7mm vented I-span hood is included and fits underneath the warmneck collar. With glide skin seals.

INCLUDED GRIPS
DuPont™ and Kevlar® are registered trademarks of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company

AVAILABLE SIZES

MEN’ S
XS, S, M, M+, ML, ML/L, L, L+, XL, XL/L, XXL, 3XL, 3XL/L+

LADIES
XS, S, M, M+, ML, ML/L, L, L+, XL

*The size 2XL, 2XL/3XL has larger wrist rings, these rings do not fit the Antares system but fit the Quick Glove system from SI TECH.

DuPont™ and Kevlar® are registered trademarks of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company

*The size 2XL, 2XL/3XL has larger wrist rings, these rings do not fit the Antares system but fit the Quick Glove system from SI TECH.
Waterproof is best known for our excellent award-winning products designed for cold water diving. However, the truth is we put as much thought and effort into our warm water products. It is well known that if you swim in icy water, there is a large chance you will experience equipment failure because your gear will likely fail to provide you with protection and insulation. This situation is not only highly uncomfortable, it is also downright dangerous! Hypothermia is the cause of many diving accidents, and it is something we can help prevent through better-designed gear that performs in extreme conditions.

Hypothermia, defined as a body core temperature below 35°C (95°F), is also a major factor when diving in “warm” waters. Because the symptoms of hypothermia often develop slowly, this is something that inexperienced divers are either unaware of or tend to ignore. During mild hypothermia, one might experience shivering and mental confusion, while during moderate hypothermia, shivering stops and confusion increases.

Even in very warm, tropical water, the longer you are in the water, the colder you will get. To aggravate matters, the closer you get to shivering, the higher your breathing rate will go, and so will your air consumption. The result is that dives are often aborted because divers want to avoid the uncomfortable feeling of being cold or because their air supply gets too low. The good news is that with a better fitting suit; a suit that keeps you warmer, you can dive longer, and more comfortably. It is all about physics. Imagine this scenario: you signed up for your dream live-aboard trip. A 7-day trip to the Caribbean with 3 dives a day: morning, afternoon and night for a total of 21 dives. If you bring the wrong suit you will end up missing lots of dive time because you will get cold and more tired and you will not want to be in the water. Thankfully, Waterproof has the perfect suit for every condition and our sales department is always happy to help you select the best suit for your dive trip. In the end, buying the right suit is not just a good investment, it is also safer and more enjoyable. These are the kinds of details that make Waterproof the most awarded suit maker ever in the world.

"GLOBAL WARMING"
WP PROTECTS DIVERS IN ALL CLIMATES
ALL OVER THE WORLD

Waterproof is best known for our excellent award-winning products designed for cold water diving. However, the truth is we put as much thought and effort into our warm water products. It is well known that if you swim in icy water, there is a large chance you will experience equipment failure because your gear will likely fail to provide you with protection and insulation. This situation is not only highly uncomfortable, it is also downright dangerous! Hypothermia is the cause of many diving accidents, and it is something we can help prevent through better-designed gear that performs in extreme conditions. Hypothermia, defined as a body core temperature below 35°C (95°F), is also a major factor when diving in “warm” waters. Because the symptoms of hypothermia often develop slowly, this is something that inexperienced divers are either unaware of or tend to ignore. During mild hypothermia, one might experience shivering and mental confusion, while during moderate hypothermia, shivering stops and confusion increases.

Even in very warm, tropical water, the longer you are in the water, the colder you will get. To aggravate matters, the closer you get to shivering, the higher your breathing rate will go, and so will your air consumption. The result is that dives are often aborted because divers want to avoid the uncomfortable feeling of being cold or because their air supply gets too low. The good news is that with a better fitting suit; a suit that keeps you warmer, you can dive longer, and more comfortably. It is all about physics. Imagine this scenario: you signed up for your dream live-aboard trip. A 7-day trip to the Caribbean with 3 dives a day: morning, afternoon and night for a total of 21 dives. If you bring the wrong suit you will end up missing lots of dive time because you will get cold and more tired and you will not want to be in the water. Thankfully, Waterproof has the perfect suit for every condition and our sales department is always happy to help you select the best suit for your dive trip. In the end, buying the right suit is not just a good investment, it is also safer and more enjoyable. These are the kinds of details that make Waterproof the most awarded suit maker ever in the world.
**D7 PRO ISS CORDURA**

"When style and perfection merge for the ultimate in versatility and performance"

**Hi-End Front zip in heavy duty Cordura Shell with Integrated Silicone Seals**

For better or for worse thanks to a complete outer lining in Cordura®, the new reinforced D7 PRO ISS CORDURA takes all the beating any Terminator-classified Tech-Diver can deliver.

**D7 PRO ISS CORDURA**, a High-End, reinforced Trilaminate suit, is the preferred choice for Technical and Advanced divers, but also for any regular sport diver that appreciates quality and style. This suit is for anyone who appreciates being equipped in something that outperforms all other suits in an appealing way but with the strength to outlast any diving condition or environment the owner chooses to expose himself/herself to.

The D7 PRO CORDURA ISS has DuPont™ Kevlar® Fiber-reinforced knees and boots, double expandable pockets, and front entry system for easy self-donning. And of course it is equipped with ISS, a unique Integrated Silicone Seal system that was recently developed and presented to the diving market by Waterproof.

Included:

- H1 5/7mm Hood with double vent H.A.V.S technology
- A Waterproof 1000 Cordura bag
- Included: presented to the diving market by Waterproof.
- Silicone Seal system that was recently developed and of course it is equipped with ISS, a unique Integrated Silicone Seal system that was recently developed and presented to the diving market by Waterproof.
- And of course it is equipped with ISS, a unique Integrated Silicone Seal system that was recently developed and presented to the diving market by Waterproof.
- Included:
  - H1 5/7mm Hood with double vent H.A.V.S technology
  - A Waterproof 1000 Cordura bag
  - Included: presented to the diving market by Waterproof.
  - Silicone Seal system that was recently developed and of course it is equipped with ISS, a unique Integrated Silicone Seal system that was recently developed and presented to the diving market by Waterproof.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Complete outer lining in Cordura®
- Exchangeable Silicone Seals
- DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber reinforced Kneepads
- Dual Expandable Power Pockets
- DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber reinforced Boots
- Warm Neck and Warm Cuffs
- Front zipper

The outer shell of the entire suit is made out of Cordura®, a textile which provides exceptional abrasion and tear resistance.

**AVAILABLE SIZES**

**MEN’S**

- XS, S, M, M+, ML, ML+, L, L+, XL, XL/XXL, 3XL, 3XL/XXL

**LADIES**

- XS, S, M, M+, ML, ML+, L, L+, XL

**PRODUCT DETAILS**

- **MP INTEGRATED QUICK SEAL**
  - The suit is made out of the most durable and approved seams. The WP Silicone integrated seal is easy, comfortable and easy to repair.

- **WARMNECK**
  - The unique integrated seal from Waterproof with velcro tab for adjustable water seal.

- **TELESCOPE TORSO**
  - The torso is made of the adjustable torso system (Automatic Outlet Valve) to give the suit a self-adjusting fit.

- **ANKLE STRAP**
  - The unique WP Integrated seal system is included as a standard, which can be removed as a backpack.

- **HEAVY DUTY ZIPPER COVER**
  - Heavy Duty Zipper Cover provides additional protection of your dry zipper.

- **DUAL CONVERSION POCKETS**
  - Dual Convertible Power Pockets provide extra capacity or slim profile based on your need.

- **CHILL GUARD**
  - The Chill Guard keeps your body heat and prevents condensation on the inner lining.

- **SIT TECH VALVES**
  - SIT valves are the most advanced O-ring valve systems. Provided by SITech.

- **ANATOMICAL SCULPTING**
  - All critical parts concerning mobility, like arms, legs and torso have been anatomically designed to enhance the liberty of action.

- **ANATOMICAL SCULPTING**
  - All critical parts concerning mobility, like arms, legs and torso have been anatomically designed to enhance the liberty of action.

- **ANATOMICALLY REINFORCED KNEE PADS**
  - With glide skin seals.

- **A SEAT THAT FITS**
  - The seat can be fitted to the suit to their liking.

- **WATERPROOF BACKPACK**
  - The 1000 Cordura bag is included and fits underneath the waterproof closures with glide skin seals.

**INCREDIBLE SPARE SET OF WP SILICONE SEALS**

- One Silicone Seals re-seal and new Silicone Re-seal is included in the suit.

---

*The size 2XL, 3XL/XXL has larger wrist rings, these rings do not fit the Antares system but fit the Dual Glove system from SI-TECH.*
Extra soft and foldable front-zipped Drysuit for light travelling

Waterproof presents a new lighter version of the D7 PRO IIB FrontZip to cater to those divers who want a lighter suit for travelling or for more leisurely diving tasks. The material is a High Tenacity nylon-based trilaminiate, with 100 gr butyl coating. The new TIZIP dryzipper contributes to lightness and softness. This together with the new Xlite FlexBoot makes the D6 LITE suit smoother and lighter, easier to fold and provides a far more relaxed feeling when in use than any other suit in the category.

Waterproof does not, however, compromise on the quality or the detail features that are at the core of Waterproof’s values. The suit features latex seals at the neck and wrists. WarmNeck and molded Velcro tabs. In addition it has suspenders, Telescope torso and crotch strap. Reinforced seat, double-stitched seams, a Cordura crotch panel and knee panels. The new Xlite boot has a narrower fit for easier donning of the fins and less buoyancy making the suit really easy to dive with.

Included:
- A Waterproof 1000 Cordura bag
- Suspenders
- Low pressure hose

**KEY FEATURES**
- HT Nylon light weight Tri-Lam Shell
- Cordura Kneepads
- Warm Neck
- Soft light weight boots
- Flexible TIZIP Front zipper

**AVAILABLE SIZES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MENS</th>
<th>LADIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
When high-end material technology takes your breath away

Front-zipped Quad-Lam breathable membrane Drysuit

The new D9 Breathable Drysuit is Waterproof’s answer to the growing demand for a light traveler, from tropical to cold water diving. Its extremely light and breathable properties add to the comfort of the user.

The light quad layer fabric with the breathable membrane in combination with ultra-sonic welded socks and latex seals makes the suit easy to fold and transport. The inner layer of the Quad Laminate Fabric has a low friction surface. With the lower resistance the diver feels extremely flexible and free when moving. A completely new experience.

The suit is equipped with integrated suspenders and together with the crotch strap they form a telescope waist. Thanks to this telescope waist construction, the ergonomics of the suit give a feeling of ordinary clothing. It also allows the use by persons of different heights. No need for individual suits for each user.

An oral inflator can be mounted to the inlet for snorkeling purposes.

Included:
- Suspenders
- Low pressure hose
- Mesh bag
- Repair Kit

KEY FEATURES
- 4-Layer Breathable Ultra light shell
- TIZIP Master Seal Front zipper
- Fabric socks
- Quick-Dry

FABRIC SPECIFICATION
4-LAYER AQUAMAX 330 Denier Cordura Nylon
Inner layer Nylon Tricot 20 Denier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BREATHABILITY g/m²/24h</th>
<th>WATERPROOFNESS mmH2O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5000 (A1)</td>
<td>8000 (B1) &gt; 25,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AVAILABLE SIZES
MEN’S: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL
LADIES: XXS, XS, S, M, ML, L, XL
Based on the world’s first Ultra Light D9 Drysuit Concept from Waterproof, the D9X Extended Breathable Drysuit features some technical improvements designed for the needs of professional and serious divers. As a leisure diver, you can always decide NOT to dive if environmental or weather issues are of concern or if you don’t want to abuse or risk your equipment. But for professional divers this is not always a choice. To meet their need for equipment that has extra reinforcement, Waterproof R&D redesigned the standard D9 suit and found a way to strengthen some areas without jeopardizing the most important feature of the suit: the Ultra-Light Concept.

The suit features newly developed stronger laminated material, same as we use in our military suits, extra reinforcement from the elbows to the new Zip-Off neoprene warm cuffs, which are designed to accept readily any dry glove system. Extra reinforced lower back and knees, lightweight pockets on both legs (featuring two cord loops on each), and delivered with XLITE Soft Boots. Yes, the D9X Extended Breathable Drysuit weighs slightly more than the exceptionally Ultra-Light standard D9 Drysuit but we know that true professionals are willing to carry a little extra weight in exchange for added performance.

Included:
- Suspenders
- Low pressure hose
- Mesh bag
- Repair Kit

**KEY FEATURES**
- 4-Layer Breathable Ultra light shell
- TIZIP Master Seal Front zipper
- Soft light weight Boots
- Reinforced knees, elbows and back
- Prepared for Dry Glove system
- Dual light weight pockets

**PRODUCT DETAILS**

**CORONAT NYLON QUAD-LAM**

**TELESCOPE TORSO**

- Provides protection of your dry zipper

**KNEE REINFORCEMENT**

- Double layers of abrasion resistance fabric

**ZIPPER COVER**

- Provides protection of your dry zipper

**PRE BENT LEGS**

- Provides an anatomical fit when in diving position

**XLITE FLEXBOOT**

- An extra light boot with a narrow fin strap ridge and a narrow fit

**PRE BENT LEGS**

- Provides protection of your dry zipper

**ZIPPER COVER**

- Provides protection of your dry zipper

**KNEE REINFORCEMENT**

- Double layers of abrasion resistance fabric

**SEAT REINFORCEMENT**

- Double layers of abrasion resistance fabric

**ARM REINFORCEMENT**

- Double layers of abrasion resistance fabric

**SEAM FREE CROTCH**

- The crotch is made in one piece, no seams. This to increase a more durable and comfortable suit

**FABRIC SPECIFICATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BREATHABILITY</th>
<th>WATERTIGHTNESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>g/m²/24h</td>
<td>mmH₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3500 (A1)</td>
<td>4800 (B1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AVAILABLE SIZES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MEN’S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LADIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XS, S, M, ML, L, XL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our top selling Neoprene model D10 PRO has now been upgraded with ISS, the unique Integrated Silicone Seal system that Waterproof recently developed and presented to the diving market.

During all our years of continuous testing in harsh conditions, we have found that nothing can match the 3.5mm Special Hi-Dense neoprene with SD Toughtex lining for strength, comfort and durability. We use this material in our most outstanding neoprene product, the D10 PRO ISS Drysuit.

Loaded with features, this suit has it all. Hi-Tech ring systems with exchangeable silicone seals at wrists and neck that you can change in a matter of minutes. DuPont™ Kevlar® Fiber-reinforced and angled boot, zip-armoured dry zipper, warm-cuff system, warm neck, real rubber kneepads, embossed panels, PU-reinforced shoulders and double pockets just to mention a few. This suit combines all the knowledge and expertise of our 25 years experience diving in the Antarctic & Arctic.

Included:
- H1 5/7mm Hood with double vent H.A.V.S technology
- A Waterproof 1000 Cordura bag
- Low pressure hose
- Suspender
- Spare kit of Silicone Seals

**KEY FEATURES**

- 3.5mm Hi-Dense CR Neoprene
- Exchangeable Silicone Seals
- Real rubber Kneepads
- Dual Expandable Neoprene Pockets
- DuPont™ Kevlar® Fiber-reinforced Boots
- Warm Neck and Warm Cuffs
- Back zipper

**PRODUCT DETAILS**

100% MICROCELL CR NEOPRENE

More expensive but it’s the only neoprene that really works for diving. Excellent durability, and shoulders and knees are covered.

100% MICROCELL NEOPRENE

More expensive but it’s the only neoprene that really works for diving. Excellent durability, and shoulders and knees are covered.

DUAL EXPANDABLE NEOPRENE POCKETS

More easy selection of large capacity or slim profile based on your needs.

HI-END NEOPRENE BACK-ZIP

Anatomical sculpting concerning mobility, legs, arms and torso have been anatomically designed to enhance the liberty of action.

ANATOMICAL KEVLAR® REINFORCED BOOT


HEAVY DUTY ZIPPER COVER

Heavy Duty Zipper Cover provides maximum protection of your dry zipper.

WP INTEGRATED QUICK SEAL

Waterproof's new oval wrist ring quick connector for wrist seals. The WP Silicone WristSeal is extremely comfortable and easy to change.

WARM NECK

The unique warmneck solution from Waterproof with water drain valves and molded velcro tabs.

ANATOMICALLY MOLDED RUBBER KNEE PADS

3D Anatomically shaped Knee/shin guard in real rubber.

SHOULDER ARMOUR

Padded wear resistant shoulders – finally a suit that can take as much as you can.

CHILL GUARD

Keeps your body heat in and your undergarment out of the zipper for free operation.

SI TECH VALVES

Swiveling inlet valve and adjustable automatic outlet valve. Provided by SI TECH.

INCLUDED H1 H.A.V.S HOOD

A 5/7mm vented I-span hood is included and fits underneath the warmneck collar. With glide skin seals.

INCLUDED DRY BAG

A Waterproof 1000 Cordura bag is also supplied as standard equipment and can be used as a backpack.

INCLUDED SPARE SET OF WP SILICONE SEALS

One Silicone WristSeal and one Silicone NeckSeal is included in the suit.

DuPont™ and Kevlar® are registered trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company

* The size 2XL/t+ has larger wrist rings, these rings do not fit the Antares system but fit the Quick Glove system from SI TECH.
The ultimate School Drysuit for Dive training

The D70 SC concept was developed after numerous requests from dive schools, instructors and resorts for a durable, yet economical drysuit for rental and training. This 3.5mm neoprene drysuit is basic yet durable and a suitable choice for the beginner diver as a step-in model into the Dry Diving world.

We used our three decades of diving experience in the Antarctic and the Arctic to find a compromise, not in quality, but in technical appearance and design features. Included:

- Ergonomic 5/7mm Hood with Smooth Skin seals
- A Waterproof 1000 Cordura bag which can be carried as a backpack
- Low pressure hose

Included:

- Warm Neck
- Anatomical Sculpting
- BDM Gas-proof zipper with Chill guard and Zipper Cover

Available Sizes

**MEN’S**
- S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL

**LADIES**
- XS, S, M, ML, L, XL

**PRODUCT DETAILS**

- **100% MICROCELL CR NEOPRENE** More expensive but in fact the only neoprene that really works for diving. Excellent durability and insulation.
- **ANATOMICAL SCULPTING** With all sculpted arms and legs the suit provides an anatomical fit designed for human movement.
- **SEAM-FREE CROTCH** There are no seams in the crotch area or under the arms, where any wrinkling will cause wear.
- **PU KNEE PADS** Polyurethane Knee Guards provide hardcore protection without compromising comfort and flexibility.
- **REINFORCED SOFT BOOT** The boot area at the back of the rear calf area, which facilitates an easy step in.
- **CHILL GUARD** Keeps your body heat in and your undergarment out of the zipper for free operation.
- **A SEAT THAT GRIPS** Polyurethane embossing provides a non-slip grip and abrasion protection.
- **ERGONOMIC HOOD** A 5/7mm ergonomic hood is included and fits underneath the warmneck collar. With Smooth Skin seals.
- **LATEX SEALS** Latex seals at wrists and neck.
- **REINFORCED SOFT BOOT** The boot area at the back of the rear calf area, which facilitates an easy step in.
- **ZIPPER COVER** Provides protection of your Dry zipper.
- **SEAM-FREE CROTCH** There are no seams in the crotch area or under the arms, where any wrinkling will cause wear.

When just the Basics includes style, durability and economy
UNDERGARMENT

MESHTEC 3D Undergarment

Developed from the Waterproof patented 3D Mesh lining in the D1 Hybrid Drysuit.

This 3D MeshTec two-piece underwear enables all divers, regardless of Drysuit Brand or type, to experience the remarkable feeling of a warm and dry dive this exceptional, patented material offers.

The two-piece 3D MeshTec underwear constructed with a stretchy, 3mm non-compressing mesh that has a snug fit for easy donning. The mesh does not compress so the air in your drysuit will flow freely when you move, and this will help to keep an even average temperature all around you. Since the mesh always will provide a distance between you and the outer shell of your drysuit, there will be no separate cold spots or areas which normally make you feel uncomfortable. It will help you stay warmer and more comfortable than you have ever experienced. The top part is extra long in the back to avoid gaps, and the stitching is designed to prevent skin abrasion.

Mens sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL, 3XL+
Ladies sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL

MEN Top Art.No 4861
MEN Trousers Art.No 4871
LADIES Top Art.No 4862
LADIES Trousers Art.No 4872

The nylon springs keep the inner and outer layer apart under pressure, creating an insulating constant volume between you and the cold.
UNDERGARMENT

**WARMTEC, WARMTEC HD**

Our form-fitting legs, waist, and vented shoulders provide rapid-response air exchange without trapping air to accommodate the most demanding dry suit dives. Our compressible fiber fill technology also minimizes the space required for transport making this undergarment/surface wear an all around top performer for discriminating divers. Waterproof nylon shell with 200 gr fiberfill. Also available in HD with 300 gr fiberfill.

- 260g • 90% Polyester 10% Spandex • Flat-lock stitched • Extended tail • Thumb and Foot loops
- Four pockets with YKK zippers • Front zipper • Long leg YKK zipper • Under arm zipper • Vent mesh panels

Unisex sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL

200g Art.No 6010 300g Art.No 6028

**BODYTEC 260g**

We know storage is at a premium on every expedition so we pride ourselves in making undergarments flexible enough for multiple uses. Our BodyTec set is perfect to utilize as underwater thermal protection when diving in any Dry suit, as a sportive surface underwear, or sleepwear at the base camp.

- 260g • 90% Polyester 10% Spandex • Flat-lock stitched • Extended tail • Thumb and Foot loops

Unisex sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL, 3XL

**BODYTEC DUAL LAYER**

The Dual Layer provides enhanced features in a very low-bulk garment. Warmer due to the two layers of warming fibers, the Dual Layer in this loose-fit garment also provides extra comfort thanks to its moisture wicking capabilities. Keeping your skin dry is an important feature to maintain body temperature during a dry suit dive. • 260x2 g/m2 layer fleece • 90% Polyester 10% Spandex • Flat-lock stitched • Draw cord waist • Extended tail • Thumb and Foot loops

Unisex sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL, 3XL

**BODYTEC SOCK**

This sock is made of 260 gram single-layer fleece that keeps you warm even when wet. The material is a mix of 90% Polyester and 10% Spandex and it is Flat-lock-stitched to present an extra comfortable contour so it can be used both in the Dry Suit Boot and in your regular sneakers.

Sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL

Art.No 6180

**LIGHT DUTY 3D MESH LINING FOR D1 HYBRID**

The light-duty 3D Denier - 3D Mesh lining is a great alternative when you need a softer, more flexible, lighter weight liner for warmer waters than the original heavy duty 70 Denier - 3D Mesh lining. The 3D Denier - 3D Mesh lining features double mesh layers at the spine and knees, velcro fasteners at the arms, and YKK zippers at the feet and dry zipper opening. Compatible with Waterproof D1 Hybrid suits only.

- Only for D1 Hybrid suit • Extra soft 3D mesh lining (3D Denier) • Complete lining with zippers and velcro fasteners • Double layers at spine and knees • YKK zippers

Mens sizes: XS, S, S/t, M, M+, M/t, ML, ML/t, L, L+, L/t, XL, XL/t, XXL, XXL/t, 3XL, 3XL/t+
Ladies sizes: XS, S, M, M+, ML, ML/t, L, L+, XL

Art.No 4801 Men Art.No 4802 Ladies

**3D MESH VEST**

Introducing a new, unique thermo Mesh Vest based on the Patented D1 ISS Hybrid, Waterproof takes one more step as overall leader in the drysuit diving community. The extraordinary-performance Formula WP 3D Mesh Vest features triple-layer insulation in front of the torso and spine pad. It includes an extra-long back panel that covers the kidneys and the panels that are normally squeezed by the weight belt. The Formula WP 3D Mesh Vest has 2X3mm Double layer stretch 3D mesh and an extra support of 5mm, 70 Denier - 3D Mesh from the D1 Hybrid. This provides an 11mm “air bubble” of constant volume insulation around the front and back of the entire torso as well as cool ventilation on the surface and super insulation when submerged. It zips at the front with a YKK #5 zipper.

- 2x3mm Double layer stretch 3D mesh • 5mm 3D Mesh 70 Denier • Long tail • YKK #5 Front zipper

Mens sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL, 3XL, 3XL/t+
Ladies sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL

Art.No 4301 Men Art.No 4302 Ladies
**SD4 7mm SEMIDRY**

“When you need the best of two worlds”

A SemiDry 7mm in stylish blue Neoprene

Waterproof is proud to introduce the new SD4 SemiDry suit, the latest innovation in the long line of popular SemiDry suits produced by Waterproof. With new technology in its materials and featuring the very popular WPAD, Waterproof Personal Accessory Dock, the suit, artfully constructed dressing station for removable, expandable pockets, into this popular suit category beyond expectations. Also new is the exceptional T-Zip dry zipper that adds extra softness and movability to an already well-adapted and popular SemiDry suit model. Like all Waterproof suits, it features a unique anatomical design, zipper stretch neoprene seals on the neck and wrists, and the 3-dimensional hardcore rubber knee guards and reinforced shoulders and elbows. Additional features and smart product details can be found on this product sheet. Delivered with an H1 H.A.V.S hood.

The SD4 bridges the gap between a Drysuit and a Wetsuit. It is dry enough to keep the diver warm in colder water, yet maintains the snug fit of a high-end wetsuit. Perfect for long rebreather dives in winter environments and minimal internal water flow, which extends the time before hypothermia becomes an issue.

Includes a H1 5/7mm H.A.V.S hood

---

**KEY FEATURES**
- 3D Anatomical design
- WPAD
- Horizontal Back zipper
- T-ZIP Master Seal dry zipper
- 3D moulded rubber kneepads
- Double seals and YKK zippers

---

**AVAILABLE SIZES**

**MEN’S**
- XS, S, S/t, M, M+, M/t, ML, ML/t, L, L+, L/t, XL, XL/t, XXL, XXL/t, 3XL/t+

**LADIES**
- XS, S, M, M+, M/t, ML, ML/t, L, L+, L/t, XL, XXL

---

**PRODUCT DETAILS**

**GENDER SPECIFIC STYLING**
- Provides comfortable lift and support.

**KNEE PAD**
- 3D molded vulcanized rubber kneepads. Note the unique design that enables unrestricted leg movements via the “hinge effect”.

**DRY ZIPPER WITH CHILL GUARD**
- 100% MICROCELL CR Neoprene. More expensive but in fact the only neoprene that really works for diving. Excellent durability and insulation.

**A SEAT THAT GRIPS**
- Polyurethane embossing in the back provides a non-slip grip and integrated abrasion protection.

**STRETCH PANELS**
- In hollow of arms and legs.

**WAVE FLEX PANELS**
- Form fitting wave flex back panel.

**3D ANATOMICAL SCULPTING**
- With pre-bent arms and legs provides a perfect anatomical fit when in diving position.

---

**INCLUDES H1 H.A.V.S HOOD**
- A 5/7mm vented I-span hood is included and fits underneath the warmneck collar. With glide skin seals.

---

**ZIPPER GRIP**
- An Antislip knob designed for enhanced grip with or without gloves.

**HIGH VISIBILITY**
- Reflective logo on the neck.

---

**WPAD**
- The WPAD™, or the Waterproof Personal Accessory Dock, is a soft artfully constructed docking station used for attaching our expandable pockets.
SD COMBAT
“When combat complexity becomes easy-going”

SemiDry 7mm Black style with Dual Pockets

This suit is designed based on military specifications. The Swiss Army, the Portuguese Marine forces and some Special Police forces are equipped with this suit. This is an all-black combat style suit with two expandable-POWER POCKETS on the thighs. Features include an anatomical design, super-stretch neoprene seals and unique 3-Dimensional hard-core rubber knee guards, to mention just a few. The SD Combat is equipped with a metal non-mag dry zipper (military spec) which bridges the gap between a drysuit and a wetsuit. It is dry enough to keep the diver warm in colder water, yet still has the comfortable-fit of a high-end wetsuit. It makes longer dives in a warmer environment possible and it lowers air consumption due to less heat loss.

Includes a H1 5/7mm H.A.V.S hood

KEY FEATURES
- 3D Anatomical design
- BDM Gas-proof zipper
- Horizontal Back zipper
- 3D moulded rubber kneepads
- Double seals with Glideskin and YKK zippers
- Two expandable Neoprene Pockets with D-Rings

PRODUCT DETAILS
- GENDER SPECIFIC STYLING Provides comfortable lift and support.
- TOUGHTEX on elbows and knees. Best way to armour your suit.
- KNEEPAD 3D molded vulcanized rubber kneepads, have the unique design that enables unrestricted leg movements via the “hinge effect”.
- STRETCH PANEL Form fitting wave flex back panel.
- DOUBLE SEALS Generous double seals made from glide skin neoprene with zipper at the arms and legs. YKK #10 Vislon zipper features a TA slider with an anti-slip designed ZipGrip.
- DUAL CONVERTIBLE POWER POCKETS Two expandable Power Pockets on the thighs. Features D-Rings close to the opening.
- WAVE FLEX PANELS In hollow of arms and legs.
- COMFORT ZIPPER Fully gusseted “comfort Zipper” to relieve stress on the surface.
- 3D ANATOMICAL SCULPTING With pre-bent arms and legs provides a perfect anatomical fit when in diving position.
- A SEAT THAT GRIPS Polyurethane embossing in the back provides a non-slip grip and integrated abrasion protection.
- HIGH VISABILITY Reflective logo on the neck.
- STRETCH PANEL Form filling wave flex back panel.
- ZIPPER GRIP An ArmaLock designed for enhanced grip with or without gloves.
- INCLUDED H1 H.A.V.S HOOD A 5/7mm vented I-span hood is included and fits underneath the warmneck collar. With glide skin seals.
- 100% MICRCCELL CR NEOPRENE More expensive but in fact the only neoprene that really works for diving. Excellent durability and insulation.

AVAILABLE SIZES
MEN’S
XS, S, S/t, M, M+, M/t, ML, ML/t, L, L+, L/t, XL, XXL, XXXL, 3XL/t+

LADIES
XS, S, M, M+, M/t, ML, ML/t, L, L+, L/t, XL, XXL

100% MICROCELL CR NEOPRENE
This is the only neoprene that really works for diving. Excellent durability and insulation.
Taking on the challenge to create a front zip, fully-functional, innovative suit with enough technical features to set it apart from all its competitors – the Waterproof R&D staff welcomed the chance to create the impossible.

The mission: To create an even better suit than our award winning 20th Anniversary Waterproof collection. Could it be done? The challenge was set, the doors were locked and when they finally opened, an incredible new suit was born: the W1.

With its first appearance on the international stage, this technically advanced suit was awarded one of the most prestigious design awards in the world: the Red Dot Design Award. The W1, with its unsurpassed quality, unique functionality and ergonomic design, impressed the judges enough to grant it the “Best of the Best” award in the Product Design category.

In the company of earlier winners like Nike, Apple, Adidas and Lamborghini, Waterproof is pleased to present yet another remarkable innovation to the diving community!

We proudly present Waterproof’s 25th Anniversary suit: the “W1”.

**KEY FEATURES**

- I-Span Nylon outer lining
- Front/side zipper
- 3D Anatomical design
- Ergonomic Spinepad 11mm thickness
- Double seals with YKK zippers
- “Waterdam” Neck construction
- Rubber Kneepads

**AVAILABLE SIZES**

**MEN’S**
XS, S, S/t, M, M+, M/t, ML, ML/t, L, L+, L/t, XL, XL/t, XXL, XXL/t, 3XL/t+

**LADIES**
XS, S, M, M+, M/t, ML, ML/t, L, L+, L/t, XL, XXL

**PRODUCT DETAILS**

- **ANATOMICAL SCULPTING**
- Front/side zipper
- 3D Anatomical design
- Ergonomic Spinepad 11mm thickness
- Double seals with YKK zippers
- “Waterdam” Neck construction
- Rubber Kneepads

- **WAVE FLEX PANELS**
  - In hollow of arms and legs

- **MOULDED PU VELCRO TAB**
  - Adjustable Velcro tab that only sticks to the assigned Velcro area

- **KNEEPADS**
  - 2X molded reinforced rubber Kneepads. Note the unique design that prevents the Kneepads from sliding forward on the user’s leg

- **EMBOSSED ELBOW**
  - Embossed elbow protection with Toughtex abrasion resistance

- **WATERDAM**
  - Finally a working concept for hindering the water streaming down your neck and spine when moving your head. This Waterproof concept is unique for Waterproof.

- **ZIPPER GRIP**
  - Grip for enhanced grip with or without gloves

- **HI QUALITY YKK ZIPPER**
  - A YKK #10 Vislon zipper to keep the suit together for many years. WP Puller with very good grip, with or without gloves

- **MULTI OPTIONAL PLATFORM**
  - A unique gadget that holds a Compass as a standard

- **HIGH VISABILITY**
  - Reflective logo on the arm

- **100% MICROCELL CR NEOPRENE**
  - More expensive but in fact the only neoprene that really works for diving. Excellent durability and insulating.
QUALITY PUTS A SMILE ON MY FACE.

DO YOU HAVE ANY IDEA HOW HARD IT IS TO PLEASE A GERMAN DIVER?
A stylish silver design back-zip suit with everything on it

W4 is the latest back-zip wetsuit design by Waterproof. After nearly 30 years of wetsuit-making experience, we have put all our knowledge into this high-quality suit with an eye-catching retro-futuristic design.

The 3D anatomical design, with pre-bent arms and legs with stretch panels and gender specific construction ensures a comfortable fit and a relaxing body position in the water. 3D-moulded real rubber kneepads are perfect for the diving instructor who spends a lot of time on his/her knees in the water while teaching. Double smooth-skin seals at arms and legs, adjustable neck and a 10mm spinepad, and an extra seal at the back zipper work together to keep the cold water out. Seals are designed to fit WP boots and gloves. All zippers are in the top class Vislon from YKK. The Bronze slider in the back zipper ensures trouble-free function for many years.

It features ToughTex panels at elbows and knees, bonded HiQ Nylon thread and 100% CR neoprene in all panels - quality in every detail. The W4 also features double computer strap anchors with anti-slip surfaces, inner plush lining, and seat and shoulder antislip reinforcement.

**W4, where modern technology enhances old fashion diving**
**W3 3.5mm**

“When gender specific design stands out”

A 3.5mm Back-zip for warmer waters

As a part of our 25th anniversary collection we wanted to create something special, so we packed it all into our W3 3.5mm full suit. Even though every other brand offers a 3mm suit, that doesn’t mean that Waterproof follows the pack. Our discerning customers expect more than just a regular suit from us and our APP pledge requires top-notch performance.

We started by including all the features you have come to expect in every Waterproof product including gender-specific fit and sharp Scandinavian styling. In addition, we included all of the features from our heavier duty lines like relief zippers in the neck, rash guards in the wrist and ankles and a 3D construction sculpted to fit human movement.

When your backyard is the Arctic you quickly learn there are no shortcuts so we are compelled to deliver premium design and quality for every need, from the Arctic to the tropics.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Back zipper
- Glued and Blind-stitched
- Anatomical sculpting
- Double Seals with YKK zippers
- Anti slip wrists and seat
- Reinforced Knees

**AVAILABLE SIZES**

**MEN’S**
- XS, S, S/t, M, M+, M/t, ML, ML/t, L, L+
- L/t, XL, XL/t, XXL, XXL/t, 3XL/t+

**LADIES**
- XS, S, M, M+, M/t, ML, ML/t, L, L+
- L/t, XL, XXL

**PRODUCT DETAILS**

**WAVE FLEX PANELS**
In hollow of arms and legs.

**DOUBLE SEALS**
Generous double seals with zippers at arms and legs. YKK #10 Vislon zipper features a TA slider.

**HIGH QUALITY YKK BACKZIPPER**
A #10 Vislon zipper with a Bronze Slider. Panels around zipper are oversized and reinforced to keep the suit together for many years.

**100% MICROCELL CR NEOPRENE**
More expensive but in fact the only neoprene that really works for diving. Excellent durability and insulation.

**ARM ANTI-SLIP**
The antislip surface keeps the computer in place.

**PU KNEE PADS**
Polyurethane reinforced knee.

**MOULDED PU VELCRO TAB**
Adjustable velcro tab that only sticks to the assigned velcro area.

**REINFORCED SHOULDERS**
Critical abrasion area is protected.

**A SEAT THAT GRIPS**
Polyurethane embossing in the back provides a non-slip grip and integrated abrasion protection.

**COMFORT ZIPPER**
Fully gusset “comfort zipper” to relieve stress on the surface.

**PU MOLDED**

**ANATOMICAL SCULPTING**
With pre-bent arms and legs provides a perfect anatomical fit when in diving position.

**GENDER SPECIFIC STYLING**
Provides comfortable lift and support for the female diver.
W6 SC 7mm
“When functionality combines with delightful aesthetics”

Wetsuit designed for extra easy donning with zip-through-seal system

The demand for a rugged, long lasting rental suit is higher than ever and the W6 SC, with its long gusseted zippers in arms and legs makes it the easiest donning and doffing suit on the market. The famous classic Waterproof rental/school suit, now presented in an updated modern design and in the latest available materials. This suit was originally a co-venture design project with a couple of the biggest dive centers and resorts in the Red Sea in the early 2000s. The main issue for the dive centers was to get a suit that could stand up to 4 dives a day with multiple users and still last for several seasons. Replacing suits in this area was difficult due to customs and import regulations. This same issue is still true for most resorts and live aboard ventures.

Our R&D department solved the issue by creating a suit with Zipper-Through-Seal construction that enables a semi-dry function on legs and arms despite the generous openings produced by the extra-long zippers. The front zipper runs all the way down to the right knee which results in the easiest donning of any suit in the market.

KEY FEATURES
- Extra long YKK Front zipper
- Extra long YKK zippers at arms and legs
- Integrated Ankle and Wrist Seals
- 100% CR Neoprene
- Rubber Kneepads

AVAILABLE SIZES

MEN’S
- XS, S, S/T, M, M+, M/L, ML/L, L
- L+, L/T, XL, XL/T, XXL, XXL/T, 3XL/T

LADIES
- XS, S, M, M+, M/L, ML/L, L, L+
- L/T, XL, XXL

PRODUCT DETAILS

HIGH VISABILITY
Reflective logo on both arms.

GENDER
Specific Styling
Provides comfortable fit and support for the female diver.

DOUBLE ZIPPER SEAL
A double seal along the front zipper reduces the water exchange to a minimum.

KNEEPADS
3D molded vulcanized rubber kneepads. Note the unique design that enables unrestricted leg movements via the “hinge effect”.

100% MICROCELL CR NEOPRENE
More expensive but in fact the only neoprene that really works for diving. Excellent durability and insulation.

EXTRA LONG ZIPPER AND DOUBLE SEALS
Union #10 YKK zipper extra long, makes the suit extremely easy to don and doff. Double seals make it warm.

Size printed on arm.
2.5mm Back-zip for Diving and Sports

W30 Sport Series features the amazing WPAD™ or Waterproof Personal Accessory dock.

Sometimes we hear that our suits are too warm and excessively well-built. That is the kind of criticism that we are willing to live with.

To address the fact that our standard suits are too warm, we have devised a clever solution. We recommend that you buy a thinner suit – preferably the new W30 Sport Series from Waterproof.

To keep the professional divers happy, the new W30 2.5 mm full suit features a unique and clever gadget, the WPAD™.

The WPAD™, or the Waterproof Personal Accessory Dock, is an artfully constructed docking station located on the right hip to accommodate a full line of new accessories, like pockets, lamps and spiker gun holders.

As a disclaimer we must confess that the new Sport Series unfortunately suffers from the same ailments of our standard collection: it looks smart and it is well constructed, the fit is excellent and it is probably too warm and comfortable as well. Unfortunately we just cannot help but produce our suits this way.

KEY FEATURES
- WPAD
- Gender specific design
- Anti slip arm
- PK Zipper
- Reinforced knees

WPAD
The WPAD™, or the Waterproof Personal Accessory Dock, is a soft artfully constructed docking station located on the right thigh used for attaching our expandable pocket. (Pocket is sold separately)

The Tech Pocket with Double Velcro layer fastener provides a rock solid grip to the suit. (Pocket is sold separately)
5mm Back-zip in stretchy Neoprene with WPAD

This new W50 wetsuit is the next installment in the Waterproof Sports Series. This series started two years ago with our top-selling W30 tropical suit. As with the W30, this new suit has all the bells and whistles and much more. The new W50 is highly-recommended for temperate waters, and is not really considered a tropical water suit. Staying warm means staying comfortable! Some good advice for the less experienced traveler is to ask the local dive instructors what the thickness of their own suits is. You may be surprised.

The W50 full suit features Gender specific design, WPAD, Waterproof Personal Accessory Dock for expandable pockets, reinforced shoulders, seat, and knees. Sturdy PK #10 Zipper in the back with a unique molded PU Velcro Tab that only sticks to the designed Velcro area. Zippers on the legs allow easy donning. Constructed of UltraFlex Neoprene you will have a snug-fitting suit with minimal water flow, which will provide you with a warm, comfortable dive wherever your favorite temperate waters are.

**Key Features**
- WPAD
- Gender specific design
- YKK Back Zipper
- YKK Zippered legs
- 1/4 stretch nylon/spandex with Ultrasoft Neoprene

**Available Sizes**

- **MEN**
  - Art.No 3501
  - 3XS, XXS, XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL, 3XL

- **LADIES**
  - Art.No 3502
  - 3XS, XXS, XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL, 3XL
H1 HOODS

H1 ICEHOOD 2mm
A One Size Fits All stretchy “over-hood” that covers all exposed skin. Holes for mask and breathing device can be trimmed to perfection by the user. Also provides excellent protection against Jellyfish in infested waters.

A smart solution: just pull the H1 Icehood over your regular neoprene hood to get additional protection in really severe cold water diving-conditions.

Sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL

Art.no 189 099

H1 3/5mm
The H1 5mm Hood features a 5mm double layered protection in critical heat loss areas and glideskin seals for the neck and face. Waterproof H1 5mm includes the unique HAVS (Hood Air Venting System) which uses one-way valves to vent annoying air buildup in the hood.

- 3D shaped • Glideskin seal • HAVS system • I-Span super-stretch nylon • Bonded Hi-Quality Nylon thread

Sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL

Art.no 1800  Short Bib  Art.no 1860

H1 5/7mm
The H1 7mm Hood features a 7mm double layered protection in critical heat loss areas and glideskin seals for the neck and face. Waterproof H1 7mm includes the unique HAVS (Hood Air Venting System) which uses one-way valves to vent annoying air buildup in the hood.

- 3D shaped • Glideskin seal • HAVS system • I-Span super-stretch nylon • Bonded Hi-Quality Nylon thread

Sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL

Art.no 1810  Short Bib  Art.no 1870

H1 5/10mm POLAR EVO
During our numerous Polar trips we learned that divers underestimate the heat loss under extreme conditions. Also new technology allows divers to make longer dives and with this the Hypothermia factor enters the equation. Waterproof looked into this and created a series of accessories we tagged as “Polar Evoluted”.

The H1 10mm Hood features a 10mm double layered protection in critical heat loss areas and glideskin seals for the neck and face. Waterproof H1 10mm includes the unique HAVS (Hood Air Venting System) which uses one-way valves to vent annoying air buildup in the hood.

- 3D shaped • Glideskin seal • HAVS system • I-Span super-stretch nylon • Bonded Hi-Quality Nylon thread

Sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL

Art.no 1820

H1 5/10mm SANDWICH POLAR EVO
The H1 10mm Sandwich Face Seal Hood features a 10mm double layered protection in critical heat loss areas and sandwich constructed glideskin seal for the face. Waterproof H1 10mm includes the unique HAVS (Hood Air Venting System) which uses one-way valves to vent annoying air buildup in the hood.

Waterproof created a series of accessories we tagged as “Polar Evoluted”, the H1 5/10mm Sandwich Face Seal HAVS model is one of them.

- 3D shaped • Glideskin sandwich seal • HAVS system • I-Span super-stretch nylon • Bonded Hi-Quality Nylon thread

Sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL

Art.no 1821

H1 5/10mm HIGH VISIBILITY HOOD HVH POLAR EVO
The H1 High Visibility Hood features a High Visible Orange coloured surface with reflective patches for ultimate visibility and detection in choppy sea conditions in addition to the standard 10mm double layered protection in critical heat loss areas and glideskin seals for the neck and face.

H1 5/10mm HVH includes the unique HAVS (Hood Air Venting System) which uses one-way valves to vent annoying air build-up in the hood.

Sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL

Art.no 1830

H30 HOOD 2mm
When Waterproof developed the new Sport Series a different set of matching accessories was needed. We designed Socks, Gloves and Hoods all aimed for use in warmer water. This H30 Hood is inspired by the famous H1 Vented Hood series which made Waterproof a leader in the diving hood market.

Sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL

Art.no 3090
**G1 1.5mm**

Stretch neoprene with panels of wave flex and a hand palm area with Amara leather.

- 3-D shaped
- Pre bent fingers
- Velcro closing
- Amara leather palm
- I-Span superstretch nylon
- Bonded Hi-Quality Nylon thread

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Art.no 1100

**G1 3mm | G1 5mm**

This stylish glove features a glide skin interior and a long zipper for easy donning. Polyurethane embossed section in the palm provides a non-slip grip and abrasion protection. The Glove-grip makes it a lot easier to put on the second glove.

- 3-D shaped
- Pre bent fingers
- Glide skin seal
- Extra long YKK zipper
- Palm Antislip grip
- I-Span superstretch nylon
- Bonded Hi-Quality Nylon thread
- Reflective logo
- Glove Grip
- ID-Plate

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

3mm Art.no 1130 5mm Art.no 1150

**G1 5mm 3-FINGER**

This 5mm, 3-finger semidry glove is a complement to the divers that are exposed to long dives in cold water or suffers from the "white finger" syndrome. Mittens are warmer than gloves, a fact that is noticeable under water as well.

- 3-D shaped
- Pre bent fingers
- Glide skin seal
- Extra long YKK zipper
- Palm Antislip grip
- I-Span superstretch nylon
- Bonded Hi-Quality Nylon thread
- Reflective logo
- Glove Grip
- ID-Plate

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Art.no 1250

**G1 7mm 3-FINGER SEMIDRY POLAR EVOLUTED**

During our numerous Polar trips we learned that divers underestimate the heat loss under extreme conditions. We may understand we probably need a thicker undersuit, but when it comes down to the accessories, like gloves and hoods, the options are less. Waterproof looked into this and created a series of accessories we tagged as "Polar Evoluted".

The G1 7mm, 3-finger SemiDry Glove features taped seams, glide skin interior for easier donning and doffing as well as providing a quick drying surface if needed before the next dive.

- 3-D shaped
- Pre bent fingers
- Glide skin double seal
- Extra long YKK zipper
- Palm Antislip grip
- I-Span superstretch nylon
- Bonded Hi-Quality Nylon thread
- Reflective logo
- Glove Grip
- ID-Plate

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Art.no 1260

**G1 ARAMID 3mm | 5mm**

This robust Glove is for you who never can resist poking on sharp objects, or digging down into the gravel seeking for treasures. Full DuPont™ Kevlar® Fiber covering the palm, and in addition sewn with DuPont™ and Kevlar® Fiber threads this G1 ARAMID 5-mm glove will take any beating a dedicated and devoted Diver is capable of exposing it to. To match the sturdy Kevlar® palm the upper part is made of stretchy I-Span to enhance the flexibility. In addition this tough and stylish glove features a glide skin interior and a long zipper for easy donning. The Glove-grip makes it a lot easier to put on the second glove. Available in 3 or 5mm.

- Full DuPont™ Kevlar® Palm
- Bonded Hi-Quality DuPont™ Kevlar® Fiber Thread
- 3-D shaped
- Pre bent fingers
- Glide skin seal
- Extra long YKK zipper
- I-Span superstretch nylon
- Reflective logo
- Glove Grip
- ID-Plate

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

3mm Art.no 1140 5mm Art.no 1160

DuPont™ and Kevlar® are registered trademarks of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company
ULTIMA DRY GLOVE SYSTEM

There are many dry glove systems available in the market for advanced drysuit divers. We tested them all and analyzed the pros and cons of each system, trying to find ways to improve and adjust an existing, decent working model into a better-performing system. Our criteria is that it has to be easy to mount, dependable, not too bulky, and fit into the existing Waterproof arm design. We found a 20-year-old patented system that matched our criteria. We evaluated it and worked on solutions. The company that owns the patent was willing to listen to our ideas and work with us to improve and manufacture the resulting design. The result is this new Ultima Dry Glove Ring System.

It fits directly in all* Waterproof Drysuits with integrated silicone seals, ISS or the SiTech QCS system. And it can also be mounted to all drysuits with fixed latex seals. The gloves are very fast and easy to put on and off before and after a dive. You can see, hear, and feel when the ring connects properly. This system is as close to “fool proof” as it gets!
## BOOTS & SOCKS

### S30 NEOPRENE SOCK
- Long hours of snorkelling in lukewarm tropical water tend to make the skin on your feet soft and more receptive to blisters and chafing from your fins. To help prevent this, Waterproof has designed the tropical sock to enable you to enjoy your dive for longer.
- • 2.0mm • Bonded Hi-Quality Nylon thread • Antislip Sole
- Sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL

### B1 NEOPRENE SOCK
- Our neoprene socks protect your feet against abrasion and the extra long stem makes it easy to dress and undress.
- • 1.5mm • Bonded Hi-Quality Nylon thread
- Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

### B5 MARINE BOOT
- There are several solutions that support drysuits with soft socks on the market. “Rock-Boots” is the common name for the group in general. But there are few boots that also support the insulation factor. The B5 neoprene boot is a sturdy rubber reinforced soft boot with several technical finesses. Like the adjustable ankle strap that secures the foot from slipping inside the boot. With well-defined fin strap stopper this boot will support a firm base for the fin in any situation. The upper part of the boot holds an adjustment strap to sit firm on the foot and also tightens the area where air and water otherwise would flow.
- • 3.5mm Toughtex • Insulated • Ankle strap • Fin strap ridge • Top strap • Light weight • Slim fit on foot
- Drysuit boot sizes [cm]: 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32

### B1 6.5mm SEMIDRY
- This is a tough 6.5mm semi-dry boot with an extra long zipper for easy donning. The heels and toes are strengthened and the boot has an angled design for less stress while finning.
- • Angled footbed for less strain • 3-D shaped • 6.5mm Neoprene • Fin strap ridge • Glideskin seal • Extra long YKK Vision zipper • Zipper, gusset and waterproofed • Rubber caps at heels and toes • BootGrip for easy donning
- Sizes: XXS, XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL, 3XL

### B2 6.5mm
- Basic Boot in High quality.
- • 6.5 mm Neoprene • Zipper, underlaid with neoprene to minimize water exchange • Stiched-on seal cuff for semi-dry effect • Strengthened with rubber at toes and heels • Flexible profile sole
- Sizes: XXS, XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL

## DRYGLOVE SYSTEM

### ANTARES OVAL DRY GLOVE SYSTEM
- The most slim and comfortable Dry Glove System ever fielded! ANTARES is a follow up of the Modular Quick Change Solution QCS Oval and is designed with oval rings with minimal volume and ergonomic design. This gives the diver a slim, comfortable and ergonomic Dry Glove System. The design follows the arm, wrist and hand anatomy and the system feels like a natural component on the drysuit.
- The ANTARES system fits all our ISS suits without any modification except the 3XL and 3XL/t+. (They have larger wrist rings and is NOT compatible with ANTARES)

### DISTANCE RING FOR ANTARES
- A distance ring to keep the Silicone Seal away from the ANTARES ring locking function. In some combinations of drysuits and undergarments the silicone seal tends to block the locking function of the ANTARES Dryglove system. This ring is the solution.

### BOTTLENECK SEAL
- Wrist seal with bottle neck shape. More suited for use together with ANTARES Dryglove System.

### LATEX DRYGLOVE HD
- A very comfortable Latex DryGlove with an anatomical design with pre-bent fingers and the thumb at the right place. The hand part has a Heavy Duty surface treatment that enhances grip and durability. Inner gloves ensure a warm and comfortable feel. Includes inner thermo gloves.
- Unisex sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

### ART.NO
- Art.no 7400
- Art.no 741900
- Art.no 741309
- Art.no 730901
- Art.no 1080
- Art.no 1070
- Art.no 6370
- Art.no 3070
- Art.no 1010
**W-SERIES OVERVEST**

A vest that combines 5mm of superior grade neoprene with our special knitted lining and features our HAVS hood technology. This anatomical shaped front zip vest is designed to blend and complement our wetsuits or to be used as a separate shorty. The WPAD™, or the Waterproof Personal Accessory Dock, is a soft artfully constructed docking station located on the right thigh used for attaching our expandable pocket. Available with or without Hood.

Mens sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL, 3XL/3XL+  LADIES sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL

**U1 UNDERVEST**

Waterproof coupled an anatomically sculpted 2mm undersuit to our trend setting next generation H1 Hood 3/5mm with H.A.V.S technology. Fits all suits without Hood.

Mens sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XXL, 3XL/3XL+  LADIES sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL

**U30 UNDERVEST**

This superstretch 2.0mm undersuit is designed to complement and blend with our W30 full suit or Shorty wetsuits, but it works great as an extra layer under any wetsuit or semidry suit. This vest brings excellent benefits when used in combination with the T30 1.5mm Bermuda shorts.


**R30 RASHGUARD**

The use of Lycra and Spandex create a garment that is lightweight, quick drying, flexible, durable and water wicking. The Waterproof Rash Guard offers a 50+ UV protection factor; Flatlock stitching, and a tan panel construction. Available with long or short sleeve.

• UV 50+ Block  • Spandex Lycra  • Bonded Hi-Quality Nylon thread


**T30 SWIMSUIT**

Bermuda Shorts and Top for the active Water Sport fan. Sitting on Boats, Rafts or on a Jet Ski you will appreciate the anti-slip coating and the extra padding these 1.5mm Shorts gives you. In addition the extra insulation from the Shorts and Top gives protection to some very sensitive parts of your body.

SEALS

NEOPRENE NECKSEAL 3mm
Sizes: XS/S, M/ML, L, XL/XXL, 3XL
Art.no 7811

SILICONE NECKSEAL
Fits WP, SI TECH, Polar Bear.
Colors: Blue, Red, Black
Sizes: Standard, Small

SILICONE WRISTSEAL
Fits WP, SI TECH, Polar Bear, Viking.
Colors: Blue, Red, Black
Sizes: Standard, Small

QUICK SEAL KIT
OVAL
Oval Wrist Ring Rebuild Kit. The PU-ring that is glued into the suit has an outer circumference of 322mm.
Kit includes two Silicone WristSeals, two PU-rings and two stiff rings.
Art.no 7401

STIFF RING OVAL
Replacement inner stiff ring for WP Integrated QuickSeal.

LUBRICANT FOR SEALS
Waterbased lubricant for easier mounting of silicone wrist seals. 5 gram Sachet.
Art.no 735099

COMBI TOOL SEALS & VALVES
This Tool is especially developed to mount and dismount Silicone Seals and SI TECH Valves in Waterproof suits.
Art.no 741100

STIFF RING
Oval Wrist Ring Rebuild Kit. The PU-ring that is glued into the suit has an outer circumference of 336mm.
Art.no 7403

SILICONE NECKSEAL KIT
A rebuild kit for making your old boring latex seal suit into a flexible Silicone NeckSeal suit. No more ruined weekends due to broken seals. Includes neckring, spanner ring, spanner tool and Silicone NeckSeal.
Art.no 7401

HD SILICONE WRISTSEAL
For the diver that loves the flexibility of our silicone seals, but tends to rip them too often, here is a Heavy Duty version a bit less stretchy, but has much better tear resistance. Fits WP, SI TECH, Polar Bear and Viking. Black color.

LUBRICANT FOR SEALS
Waterbased lubricant for easier mounting of silicone wrist seals. 5 gram Sachet.
Art.no 735099

COMBI TOOL SEALS & VALVES
This Tool is especially developed to mount and dismount Silicone Seals and SI TECH Valves in Waterproof suits.
Art.no 741100

STIFF RING OVAL
Replacement inner stiff ring for WP Integrated QuickSeal.

HD SILICONE WRISTSEAL
For the diver that loves the flexibility of our silicone seals, but tends to rip them too often, here is a Heavy Duty version a bit less stretchy, but has much better tear resistance. Fits WP, SI TECH, Polar Bear and Viking. Black color.

LUBRICANT FOR SEALS
Waterbased lubricant for easier mounting of silicone wrist seals. 5 gram Sachet.
Art.no 735099

COMBI TOOL SEALS & VALVES
This Tool is especially developed to mount and dismount Silicone Seals and SI TECH Valves in Waterproof suits.
Art.no 741100

STIFF RING OVAL
Replacement inner stiff ring for WP Integrated QuickSeal.

WP PROFILE PRODUCTS

WBREAKER JACKET
The Waterproof gender specific W-Breaker breathable jacket is a lightweight hooded and windproof technical leisure jacket that combines the best of fabrics and breathable wind insulation. The detachable hood has a laminated brim with a wired peak and cord locks making it fully adjustable and giving the wearer full volume control. The arms are a combination of wind shell and stretchy, breathable narrow fit underarm panels that enhance the mobility. The result is an extremely comfortable leisure sports jacket that delivers performance where it is needed.

• Active fit • Fully adjustable hood with cord locks and laminated brim • Nonabrasive, molded cuff tabs • Adjustable waist • Stainless steel anchor point for radio or tools • Reflectors • Arm pit vents • PK10 high quality zipper with stainless steel slider.

Mens sizes: S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL, 3XL
Ladies sizes: XS, S, M, ML, L, XL

Art.no 5881 MEN
Art.no 5882 LADIES
WP BACKPACK
To celebrate Waterproof’s 30 year anniversary we designed this practical All-Purpose 22-liter Backpack for easy travelling. This backpack is handy in town, on trails and for short hikes away from basecamp. Lightly padded shoulder straps move freely. Made out of waterproofed Tarpaulin, external with two bottle holders and a gadget holder in the back. Interior with storage pockets, cell phone holder and still generous room for whatever you trip requires. Top/panel-loading design gives you easy access to the pack’s contents.

WP BEANIE
A warm reversible beanie for those cold days at sea. Don’t leave home without it!

POLO SHIRT
Comfortable classic Polo Shirt in 100% Cotton. Small embroidered logo on the chest, large printed logo on the back and “Facing Reality” on the sleeve.
Mens: S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL
Ladies: S, M, ML, L, XL, XXL

SOLID VEST
Our fibrefill thermal vest gives you good surface protection between dives with style and attitude for “Facing Reality”. Open and zippered pockets on the front and an inner pocket. The vest has a longer tail for extra warmth to your back.
Unisex sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

PROFILE STUFF
Stickers, keyrings and magnets to show your dedication.

WP CAP
If you want to show your dedication to Waterproof, this is the cap. Classic style cap in 100% cotton.

STICKERS
Art.no 561990

TECH POCKET
Advanced Pocket for suits with WPAD. Double Velcro layer fastener provides a rock solid anchor hold of the TECH Pocket. It comes with a central mounted D-Ring and PK zippers with stainless steel slider.
Art.no 300910

XPAND POCKET
Advanced expandable Pocket for suits with WPAD. Double Velcro layer fastener provides a rock solid anchor hold of the Xpand Pocket. The Xpand Pocket comes with a central mounted D-Ring and PK zippers with stainless steel slider.
Art.no 300911

POWER POCKET
An add-on Heavy Duty expandable Power Pocket for your pocketless Drysuit. It is a fully expandable pocket which allows you to easily choose between huge capacity or slim profile pockets. Double D-Rings inside, HD-zipper with Stainless steel slider.
Backside size: 250x200x70mm (when expanded)

LIGHT POCKET
Waterproofs new add-on Light Pocket for the pocketless Drysuit has its design based on the most recent surveys on Divers wishes. Excellent and distinct grip. Generous Velcro lock. Sturdy Cordura textile, Draining Mesh, Double Tool Loops. To be glued to a suit. Backside size: 190x290mm
Storage size(WxLxH): 170x260x50mm

PROFILE STUFF
Waterproofs new add-on Light Pocket for the pocketless Drysuit has its design based on the most recent surveys on Divers wishes. Excellent and distinct grip. Generous Velcro lock. Sturdy Cordura textile, Draining Mesh, Double Tool Loops. To be glued to a suit. Backside size: 190x290mm
Storage size(WxLxH): 170x260x50mm

STICKERS
Sticker 100x100mm: Art.no 560015
Sticker 250x247mm: Art.no 560016
Keyrings: Art.no 560060
Magnets: Art.no 560050

STICKERS
Sticker 100x100mm: Art.no 561990

PRO Suspenders
To add comfort. Waterproof drysuits have pre mounted tabs for the fitting of the optional suspenders.

Art.no 630001

Art.no 410010

Art.no 411000

Art.no 689900

Art.no 689910

Art.no 561990

Art.no 561111

Art.no 561112

Art.no 5704

Art.no 534999
The field of professional suits is expanding fast in a market driven by the international community’s increased regulations and commitments towards the protection of the environment as well as the concern over human exposure to hazardous materials. To address these needs, Waterproof has developed a piece of personal protective equipment that consists of an impermeable full body garment known as a Hazmat suit. With Waterproof’s broad knowledge of impermeable materials, achieved during 50 years of making dry suits for diving, our expansion into the Hazmat market is a result of our understanding of special needs and our technical knowledge of how to build special suits. We are taking a first step into this market segment with our newly-developed line of breathable rescue suits for police, coast guard and military personnel. With a fully-loaded pipeline of exciting new products, we are excited to take a big step into the world of professional suits. As with everything else we have done in the past for the diving community, we are determined to leave a statement of quality and design in this segment of the industry.
HOW TO CHOOSE THE CORRECT SIZE OF YOUR SUIT.

1. ASK SOMEONE TO TAKE YOUR BODY MEASUREMENTS.
   When taking your measurements, it is important that you stand up straight and that you keep the measuring tape as close to the body as possible. See next page for information on how to measure and write down your measurements.

2. CHECK THE SIZE CHARTS AND CHOOSE THE CHART THAT CORRESPONDS BEST TO YOUR MEASUREMENTS. STANDARD, PLUS, TALL OR TALL/PLUS.
   To ensure accuracy, check more than one size chart.

3. MARK YOUR MEASUREMENTS IN THE SIZE CHART.
   See the examples on the next page.

4. CHOOSE YOUR SIZE.
   Choose a size that approximates the average of all your measurements. It is normal for your measurements to be spread out throughout different sizes. Our suits have enough allowance and range of motion to accommodate these variations. Soft bodyparts like the belly can be “compressed” a bit while head and neck measurements are not as important on a suit. If you’re buying a drysuit it is important to take into consideration the thickness of the undergarment you usually wear. If you wear very thick undergarments you might want to consider a larger size for comfort. If you are unsure about what size to choose please contact your dealer.

5. CHECK IF THE SUIT IS AVAILABLE.
   Look the suit up in the catalog and check if it is available in your size.

Example 1: Men’s Wetsuit

Richard most likely fits in both the ML and L sizes. But as he explains, “I’m broad-shouldered, and when I buy clothes they are usually tight over the shoulders and back, so I opt to buy the larger of the two alternatives, or the size Large”. The larger measurements on hips and neck-to-wrist are ok on either the ML or L sizes because a wetsuit is very stretchable.

Example 2: Ladies front zipped Drysuit

Lisa checks the size tables and finds that she is closest to a Medium Plus size in the PLUS size chart. She also checked the STANDARD size chart but found that the suits are too tall compared to her height. Therefore she chooses the M/+ size.

DISCLAIMER
Size really matters! Despite similarities in measurements or weight, every person’s body is unique. Our size chart is a good starting point to estimate your size but because a wetsuit should really fit like a second skin, we highly recommend that you visit an authorized dealer to ensure a perfect fit. Although all our dry suits have a generous cut that allows plenty of room to comfortably fit a standard undersuit, the different thicknesses of different undergarments designed for various environments needs to be taken into account. The best way to achieve the perfect sizing is to test your dry suit with your own personal undersuit to make sure it fits perfectly. We advise specifically against buying from other sources. It is better to be safe than sorry, so please seek support from your local dealer.

MEN STANDARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>XXS</th>
<th>XS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>ML</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>XXL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>European Size</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hips</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck to Crotch</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck to Wrist</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crotch to Floor (Wetsuit)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LADIES PLUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>XS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>ML</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>European Size</td>
<td>D34</td>
<td>D36</td>
<td>D38</td>
<td>D40</td>
<td>D42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hips</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck to Crotch</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck to Wrist</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crotch to Floor (Drysuit)</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lisa’s measurements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Drysuit size/Foot length</th>
<th>European Boot size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>44-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>46-48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Richard’s measurements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Drysuit size/Foot length</th>
<th>European Boot size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>44-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>46-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXL</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48-49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AWARDS

2016 Winner Best Drysuit (D9X), Tauchen Award
2016 Nominated for Best Wet and Semidry suit (W4)

2015 Winner Best Drysuit, Tauchen award
2015 Nominated for Best Wet and Semidry suit

2014 Winner Best Wetsuit, Tauchen Award
2014 Nominated for Best Drysuit, Tauchen Award

2013 Winner Best Drysuit, Tauchen Award
2013 Nominated for Best Wetsuit, Tauchen Award

2011/2012 Winner Best Wet and Semidry suit, Tauchen Award
2011/2012 Nominated for Best Drysuit, Tauchen Award

2010 Winner Best Drysuit, Tauchen Award
2010 Nominated for Best Wetsuit, Tauchen Award

GRAND AWARD OF DESIGN
2010 Winner

RED DOT Design Award
2009 Winner Product Design “Best of the best”

2009 Nominated for Best Drysuit, Tauchen Award
2009 Nominated for Best Wetsuit, Tauchen Award

2008 1st place for best Wet and Semidry suit, Tauchen Award
2008 2nd place for best Drysuit, Tauchen Award

2007 1st place for best Wet and Semidry suit, Tauchen Award
2007 2nd place for best Dry suit, Tauchen Award

2006 1st place for best Wet and Semidry suit, Tauchen Award
2006 1st place for best Dry Suit, Tauchen Award

2005 1st place for best Wet and Semidry Suit, Tauchen Award
2005 3rd place for best Dry Suit, Tauchen Award

GOLDEN DOLPHIN at Moscow International Diving Festival
2005 1st place for best Wet and Semidry Suit

SIZE CHARTS

HOODS

(9 cm)

Unisex Sizes XS S M ML L XL XXL

Head Circumference 55.5-56 56.5-57 57.5-58 58.5-59 59.5-60 60.5-61 61.5-62

WET BOOTS

(9 cm)

Unisex Sizes XXS XS S M ML L XL XXL

European Boot Size 34-35 36-37 38-39 40-41 42 43-44 45-46 47-48

Foot Length 21-22 22.5-23 5 24-25 25.5-26 5 27 27.5-28 5 29-30 29-32

MARINE / DRYBOOTS

(9 cm)

Dry Boot Size 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

European shoe size Men 38-39 40-41 42 43-44 44-45 45-46 47-48

European shoe size Ladies 35 36 37 38-39 40-42 43-44 44-45 45-46 47-48

BODYTEC, BODYTEC DUAL LAYER

(9 cm)

Unisex Sizes XS S M ML L XL XXL 3XL

Size on Drysuit Ladies XS S M ML L XL XXL 3XL

Size on Drysuit Men XS S M ML L XL XXL 3XL

WARMTEC, WARMTEC HD

(9 cm)

Unisex Sizes XS S M ML L XL XXL 3XL

Height (+/-3 cm) 160-164 164-168 168-173 173-177 177-181 181-185 185-190 190-195

Size on Drysuit Ladies XS S M ML L XL XXL 3XL

Size on Drysuit Men XS S M ML L XL XXL 3XL

Foot Length 21-22 22.5-23 2 24-25 25.5-26 27 27.5-28 29-30 31-32

Foot Length 21-22 22.5-23 5 24-25 25.5-26 5 27 27.5-28 5 29-30 29-32
Waterproof Expeditions specializes in creating unique travel experiences to some of the world's more remote and exotic destinations. Our journeys are tailored around wildlife photography, specialized cruises, and diving and snorkeling, in both polar and tropical environments. Ideal for explorers and divers alike, our trips are designed around a unifying element: water – underwater, above water and beyond.

It is our desire to share our passion for wild places and for the natural world with travelers, divers, snorkelers, nature lovers and photographers from around the world. Our expeditions can take you from diving in Antarctica's polar waters, to true ice diving and photographing polar bears in the High Arctic, to swimming with sea lions in the Galapagos and, even exploring coral reefs and cultural tribes in Papua New Guinea.

Come travel with us to Antarctica on a comfortable expedition yacht, chartered exclusively for you and your family, or come have an adventure on a live aboard vessel to hidden tropical jewels or to remote Arctic corners. We are the only company that offers dedicated dive and snorkel expeditions to the polar regions, attracting divers and snorkelers who are keen to share our passion for the ocean, adventure and conservation.

Join us on an ice-diving photography expedition into the Russian White Sea or come experience what it’s like to live on the ice edge of Lancaster Sound surrounded by blue ice formations and migrating pods of narwhals and belugas.

Waterproof Expeditions exclusively offers the Padi Polar Diver Specialty on our trips above the Arctic circle and below 60 degrees South. With our specially-designed Waterproof Snorkel drysuits, we offer Polar Snorkeling for anybody who is interested in exploring marine life. For divers as well as non divers.

Contact us for further information on the best trip of your lifetime!

info@waterproof-expeditions.com
www.waterproof-expeditions.com

"It’s not about the moments we breathe -
It’s about the moments that take our breath away..."